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Abstract 

 

It is proven difficult to provide evidence for the financial benefit of marketing 
operations within firms and marketing is the last organizational function to 
achieve an adopted quantitative method to track and measure its effectiveness. 
As a result, demands for marketing to provide accountability for its inputs 
toward firm performance have increased over the past decade and there are an 
increasing amount of methods looking to measure its contributions. Small 
businesses need to invest financial resources in marketing in order to increase 
their market share and sales. However, marketing’s value to the firm as an 
organizational function often goes undervalued. Additionally, small businesses 
commonly lack the marketing experience and knowledge required in order to 
make more profitable marketing investment decisions. The purpose of the thesis 
is to research how much marketing investment influences the profit/sales 
effectiveness of small business within the clothing sector in Sweden. The study was 
conducted using a quantitative research method, through the analysis of 23 small 
businesses in clothes retailing industry located in Sweden. The data was 
collected through the firms’ annual reports and telephone surveys with firm 
managers. This information was processed using a relevant marketing 
effectiveness model in combination with regression and correlation analyses. 
Empirical findings were analyzed using theories relevant to pursuing the 
purpose. Based on the findings the study concludes that there is evidence for a 
positive relationship between a firm's marketing investments and sales, as well 
as between the effectiveness of its marketing activities and it’s incremental 
revenue. This provides evidence for marketing investments contributing to the 
economic effectiveness of the firm and that the firms marketing effectiveness 
contributes to overall financial growth 
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1. Introduction 

Metrics on marketing effectiveness have only started to shift in recent years to 

revenue focused applications, as will be discussed in the theoretical framework 

of this thesis. Moreover, small businesses lack the same amount of attention in 

academic research than larger firms do, as an overview of the academic 

literature permitted the observation that most studies on the subject matter are 

done utilizing a case study of relatively large corporate or a database which 

gathers its data from such companies. Therefore, it is the intent of this thesis to 

expand the academic knowledge within these two areas of study. In particular, 

by gathering and analyzing specific information from the a designed industry 

segment, utilizing and comparing marketing effectiveness metrics against firm's 

revenue and sales, analysis and observations will be identified and discussed. 

Concretely, a methodology will be developed to better understand how exactly 

marketing investments affects the overall firm’s economic effectiveness. 

 

1.2 Background  

Micro and small companies form an important sector of the economy of a 

number of regions. In Sweden ninety-nine percent of firms are small business 

and micro companies, accounting for fifty-two percent of all employments in the 

Swedish market in 2008 (Statistiska centralbyrån, 2010). However, these kinds 

of companies are thought to not have enough capital to spend on every necessity 
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they require to be able to compete with bigger rivals (James H Love, 2015). Small 

companies have to be careful where to spend their capital so that they can be 

more profitable and be able to grow. A bad decision might cause a great loss for 

the business which in turn could lead to bankruptcy, as exemplified by the fact 

that almost a third (32.3 percent) of all firms started in Sweden in 2008 didn’t 

survive their first three years (Tillväxtanalys, 2012). 

Marketing takes up a considerable amount of the company’s budgets, with 

marketing related expenditures amounting to twenty to twenty-five percent in 

many firms (Stewart, 2009). Marketing is an important aspect for any company 

because it is how the company communicates with the people, intending to get 

new/more customers and therefore more sales. (Blythe, 2006). There are 

different kinds of marketing such as: advertising, promotion, from mouth to 

mouth, alliances, etc. (Blythe, 2006). That’s why the marketing strategy to follow 

in a company should be carefully chosen and developed for a higher chance of 

success with an increased positive effect and reduced chance of failure. 

Marketing is the only corporate function to yet be without developed and 

adopted processes and standards for quantitative tracking and measuring 

(Stewart, 2009). Arnold C. (Cooper, Gimeno-Gascon, & Woo, 1994) also wages on 

his article, elaborating on how small companies are the backbone of the economy 

and how initial resources for the company must be managed carefully so as to 

make the most of them. Moreover, he comments on how the lack of empirical 

knowledge habilitating the necessary procedures to have an effective, 

comprehensive marketing strategy in the long-term that is based from the get go 

on the firm's initial resources. 

 

One of the main issues behind marketing is the difficulty to provide a direct link 

between marketing actions and financial results. Attributing sales to both 

specific and general marketing strategies are two of the main issues when it 

comes to making financial decisions within marketing. In other words, it’s hard 

to show marketing’s effects on sales (Shantanu et. al, 1999). There have been 

multiple calls for marketing to provide evidence for its contributions towards 

firm’s financial effectiveness (Stewart, 2009, Young et. al, 2006). Stewart (2009) 

points out that the need for accountability within marketing has grown, with an 
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increased demand shown by authors in the past decade and argues that if 

marketing cannot prove its value, it won’t take place in the firm´s strategic 

planning. 

 

However, measuring marketing by its economical merits is just one way of doing 

so. Customer equity, defined by Roland R. et al (Rust, Lemon, & Zeithaml, 2004) 

as “the total of the discounted lifetime values summed over all of the firm’s 

current and potential customers”, can also be a potential way of measuring how 

exactly a marketing strategy is performing.  As Roland and his peers explains, 

customer equity has been the central viewpoint for analyzing marketing 

effectiveness since the second half of the last century. Nonetheless, while 

customer equity metrics such as customer satisfaction, affiliation and orientation 

can provide valuable insight that can facilitate the production of predictive 

models, the shift in current years has made the approach marketers take on the 

subject have a more productive focus; even so that the Marketing Science 

Institution has denominated productivity and marketing metrics the most 

important problems to solve for marketers (Rust, Lemon, & Zeithaml, 2004).  

Unfortunately, as the authors explain in their article, the requirement of 

comprehensive data collection, which is costly and cumbersome often times to 

get, to properly measure marketing effectiveness has hindered the usage of 

metrics such as Return on Investment in this area. Regardless, as Roland et al 

illustrate in the model they provide on their article, both customer and 

investment oriented views are valid ways to asses a marketing strategy 

effectiveness, although proper research has just started being consummated on 

the later one. Nonetheless, Taluri and Cook (Cook & Talluri, 2004) note how in 

recent years there has been starting to be a shift towards using quantitative 

metrics to map a marketing strategy effectiveness, although the improper use of 

the metrics has turned no significant success by its implementation. 

 

1.2 Specification of Problem 
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Small companies require to spend financial resources in marketing to get a 

chance to grow a customer base and increase sales (Shantanu Dutta, 1999). 

However, occupying economic resources in an inefficient way might hinder or 

even stop the company’s growth. Therefore, it is advantageous for a company to 

know how to optimize its utilization of resources in marketing, and other areas, 

to attract customers.  Moreover, often times the total value of marketing efforts 

is not fully valued at the organizational level (Stewart, 2009). Therefore, a way of 

determining how effective marketing is in actual revenue for a company might 

be useful in helping them decide how best to use their resources. Additionally, 

delimiting this quandary in an empirical, quantitative manner could benefit 

companies in developing new software and information systems in which 

marketing data could be registered to further the knowledge on the subject. As 

Cook and Talluri (Cook & Talluri, 2004) note, the current trend in marketing 

information management is to not use hard, proper measurements to record 

marketing efforts, since this is often cumbersome and/or expensive to do. Thus, 

often times a benefit from implementing this systems is not perceived by the 

firms, which could potentially make companies undertake strategies that are not 

in their best interest. Therefore, furthering the knowledge in this subject by 

providing both the methodology as well as metrics to illustrate how exactly are 

marketing efforts pulling their weight to contribute to the total revenue of a 

company, could prove to be a handy tool for people with limited amounts of 

economic resources who therefore need to be as efficient as possible in their 

spending. 

 

1.3 Purpose  

The purpose of the thesis is to research how much marketing investment influences 

the profit/sales effectiveness of small business within the clothing sector in Sweden. 

 

1.4 Delimitation  
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The delimitations applied in this research study are in their majority caused do 

to the scope of the target sample. Particularly the choice of focusing on small 

businesses was elected with the intent of expanding the academic knowledge in 

this sector, since not enough research on it has been conducted as opposed to 

large companies. Moreover, it was perceived that the information provided to in 

this thesis would be especially beneficial to them, given their limited economic 

resources. Additionally, the choice of delimiting the field of study to Swedish 

companies consisted of a number of reasons, including similar pattern of 

behavior in customer base. Furthermore, choosing to delimit the research study 

to Sweden ensured homogeneity in the sample given all studied companies along 

different data sets in time would be under the same macro economic 

circumstances. Moreover, another factor to ponder was that Swedish companies 

had the same parameters for accounting filing, as well as accessibility for 

contactability, which facilitated data collection. Another delimitation present is 

that this research study will only present finding for one industry sector within a 

defined area, for homogeneity purposes. Therefore, the findings observed in this 

thesis may not be applicable to other sectors; rather the same methodology 

should be applied to other sectors to analyze their patterns of behavior. 

 

1.5 Definitions  

In this thesis’ theoretical framework certain fundamental concepts will be 

elaborated on. Given they are pillars for the construction and analysis of the 

methodology, in this section they will be defined so as to clarify how exactly they 

will be categorized and perceived for their usage in this thesis, so as to avoid 

discrepancies that the reader might conjure without a guideline. Additionally, 

some of the concepts described in this section will be elaborated on more 

thoroughly in posterior sections of this thesis. 

 

1.5.1 Return On Investment 
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Return on investment, commonly know as ROI, is the percentage earned from 

invested financial resources. It is the measurement for the firm's profitability 

and the ratio between its annual net profit and investment. It provides a 

comparable percentage for the economical performance of the firms combined 

business activities 

 

1.5.2 Return On Marketing Investment 

Return on marketing investment or ROMI is a measurement of the ratio between 

financial resources invested in marketing or a specific marketing action, and its 

resulting financial return. There are 3 kinds of ROMI: Long-term ROMI, Short-

term ROMI and Real Options. Long-term ROMI looks at the resulting or expected 

effect that the marketing has on the brand equity/customer equity. And short-

term: looks at specific time-periods, focusing on the before and after effects of a 

firm's marketing investments on its sales revenues. It calculates the ratio 

between financial resources invested in marketing efforts and the marketing's 

contribution to firm profitability for a targeted time-period 

 

1.5.3 Small Business   

Small businesses, according to the European Union, are comprised of companies 

with less than 50 employees (Hermens, 2008). Actual economic success of the 

companies will not be taken into account for this definition. 

 

1.5.4 Effectiveness Measurement 

In this thesis the term effectiveness will be used along numerous statements to 

describe the interaction that is the focus of problematization purpose. To 

standardize what is meant by effectiveness in this thesis purpose, a definition 

must be presented. Thus, effectiveness in the thesis for all intents can be 

understood, as the tendency a certain activity possesses over time to either 
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increase or decrease its yield of return in investment over time, as well as 

positively or negatively affecting the overall revenue or sales of a firm. Is worth 

mentioning that in the literature review linkage for this statement proposition 

will be provided 

 

1.5.5 Marketing Investment and Spending 

In this thesis, according to the accounted perspectives of different authors, there 

is a division of use between marketing spending and investment. As will be 

exposed on the literature review, the main difference lies in that marketing 

spending views marketing efforts as short term costs while marketing 

investment views them as long term benefits which generate revenue. To respect 

the original ideas of the authors in which this thesis will be build, both terms will 

be used interchangeably. 

 

 

2. Theoretical Framework 

 

2.1 Marketing concept 

“Marketing is the activity, set of institutions, and processes for creating, 

communicating, delivering, and exchanging offerings that have value for 

customers, clients, partners, and society at large.” – (American marketing 

association, 2007). 

 

The focus of marketing according to its definition is value and marketing is 

broadly defined in literature as there are multiple activities and processes 

available for firms to create value. As the view of marketing has developed the 
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definition of marketing has evolved. Therefore the American Marketing 

Association revisits the definition every five years; the latest definition was 

approved again in 2013 (American Marketing Association, 2013). 

 

The marketing managers of small businesses often lack marketing experience 

and knowledge (Fam, 2001). Möller and Anttila (1987) say that small firm 

managers often perceive marketing’s role as function within the firm similar to 

sales management and according to Marcati, Guido and Peluso (2008) some 

small businesses may even view marketing as synonymous to advertisement and 

sales. As small businesses have limited financial resources influencing their 

marketing mix, the small business owners and managers (frequently the same 

person) often are the ones managing the firm's marketing operations (Fam, 

2001). Marketing is often used as an in-the-moment response to the current 

situation in small firms, rather than a platform for strategic development or 

planning (Stokes, 2000). As a result of these differences in views and usage of 

marketing in small businesses, it’s argued that adaptation and simplification of 

marketing theories and models to the small business marketer’s perspectives are 

necessary to increase their relevancy frequency of their utilization by small firm 

marketing managers (Reijonen, 2010). 

 

2.2 Marketing communications  

Marketing communication is used to obtain the attention of, inform and 

influence the stakeholders, existing and potential customers (Stewart, D. & 

Kamins, M., 2002). There are five types of marketing communications available 

for firms to use which are widely recognized: advertising, sales promotion, 

personal selling, interactive marketing and publicity & public relations (Stewart, 

D. & Kamins, M., 2002).  

Advertising is a form of one-way communication, which uses paid media’s such 

as newspapers, magazines and radio, with clear sponsorship. The choice of 

media is influenced by each of their constraints on how the message may be 

conveyed to its audience as well as their costs for advertising. With the resource 
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constraints, which small businesses deal with, when competing with larger rivals 

(James H Love, 2015), the higher costs of certain media such as TV advertising 

become even more apparent and may be out of option. According to Fam (2001), 

printed media such as magazines and newspapers are seen as the most 

influential type of advertising by small business clothing retailers, preferably 

used over broadcast media. Through the observed time period of 2011 to 2013, 

Sweden's total annual advertising spending was approximated to increase by 1.8 

to 2.6 percent per year (OneWorld, 2012).  

Additionally, sales promotions aim to increase speed or volume of purchases 

through providing promotional incentives such as price deals and coupons. 

Personal selling is an interpersonal, two-way communication tool between the 

potential customer and a firm representative;  examples of such are sales 

presentations, trade fairs and exhibitions. Direct marketing is a two-way 

communication type which rather than using sales representatives, uses non-

personal media such as electronic shopping, telemarketing and social 

media.  Publicity and public relations is a one-way communication type using 

non-paid media.  

 

Fam (2001) analyzes the views of marketing communication types in clothes 

retail stores in New Zealand, finding that the most used tool being personal 

selling with 84 percent of respondents answering that it was their most widely 

adopted option. The adaptation of in-store promotions ranked highly as well, 

with these choices being highly motivated by previous successful experiences in 

the two. 

Publicity and public relations ranked the lowest, with less than 7 percent of the 

researched firms using it and viewed as the least important method for 

communication. The deviation within the rankings of the highest (personal 

selling) and lowest (publicity and public relations) were also low relative to the 

others, indicating that the views of their potentials for the firm are rather 

unanimous. 

Lack of resources and failure from past experiences were the main factors which 

influenced against certain communication tools. Additionally, Fam (2001) finds 

that 87 percent of the firms answered that the store-owner is in charge of 
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marketing communications and only 9 percent working with an advertising 

agency. With these results, Fam argues that the observed utilization of marketing 

communication types within small businesses is caused by lack of experience 

and knowledge. 

 

2.3 Relationship marketing 

Small businesses are often customer oriented and often emphasize relationship 

development with customers (Reijonen, 2010). Relationship marketing 

emphasizes on this interest, being defined as “all marketing activities directed 

towards establishing, developing, and maintaining successful relational 

exchanges” (Morgan & Hunt, 1994, p. 22). In a study by Palmatier et al (2006) 

the results showed that the most effective outcomes from relationship marketing 

resulted from relationships built with individual people rather than firms, with 

the positive outcomes being shown in growth of firm sales, profitability and the 

ability to meet performance objectives. For a business-to-consumer industry 

with frequent face-to-face interactions such as clothes retailing, relationship 

marketing is highly relevant and often of interest to their managers. According to 

Fam (2001) the third most frequently used marketing tool by small businesses in 

the clothes retailing industry is customer loyalty building. While relationship 

marketing can be strong within SME’s, it may be difficult to measure its effects as 

its long-term oriented. The return from relationship marketing is likely to “spill 

over” from different marketing actions, deeming it difficult to link marketing 

returns to a specific marketing relationship action. 

 

2.4 Marketing accountability terms 

Marketing performance, efficiency and effectiveness are three common terms 

used in previous research looking to assess marketing’s value in the firm. A 

firm’s marketing effectiveness is measured by the extent it manages to help the 

firm achieve business goals (Gao, 2010). Alpay et. al (2012) measure marketing 
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effectiveness by comparing the strength of a firm's different marketing 

operations (such as brand recognition and marketing communications) relative 

to competitors, with the marketing effectiveness being the combination of these 

outcomes. 

Marketing efficiency is the ratio between the return received from marketing 

actions and resources invested in marketing, where the goal is to minimize 

marketing spending while maximizing its return. There are multiple theories for 

calculating marketing efficiency (Stewart, 2009), with their differences lying in 

what each one of them defines as marketing's “return”. Marketing performance 

is “multidimensional in nature” (Gao, 2010), as it combines both marketing 

efficiency and effectiveness and their importance are relative to firm specific 

marketing goals. Gao (2010) defines it as “...the effectiveness and efficiency of an 

organization’s marketing activities with regard to market related goals, such as 

revenues, growth, and market share…”. Assessing a firm's marketing 

effectiveness of a firm involves deciding the relative importance between 

achieving business goals through marketing and the efficiency of the investments 

behind it. This could mean that the level of one firm's marketing effectiveness 

may vary for different stakeholders with conflicting interests. 

 

2.5 Return on investment 

Return on Investment, commonly known by its acronym ROI, is defined as the 

net benefits obtained by a particular program minus the costs of said program 

divided by the costs of said program times a hundred (Phillips & Phillips, 

2005).  The metric is an economical measurement, dedicated primordially at 

evaluating the financial benefits obtained by investing money on a project. As a 

ratio, ROI can be interpreted as the amount a firm benefits from by the total 

expenditure consumed in the program. In layman terms, if a company in Sweden 

were to have a project with a ROI of 100%, by each SEK invested into a project 

the company would receive one SEK in return. Return on Investment has been a 

widespread measurement, first implemented as far back as the 17th century; 

today it is mainly used by accountants to manage and asses’ funds within an 
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industry or business. According to Patricia and Jack Phillips (Phillips & Phillips, 

2005), in order to properly measure the return on investment of a program, first 

the contributions, benefits and costs of the program must be isolated to be 

examined. However, in practice this is often times not done correctly since big 

companies tend to not record data in a manner that facilitates these distinctions. 

Afterwards, two levels of analysis can be done: the impact the program in terms 

of monetary value (which is the ROI calculation) and the intangible benefits the 

business receives by performing the project; intangible benefits can be defined 

as output, input, operational time and customer equity enhancements. 

Another assertion that is made by Phillips J. and P. is that in order to use return 

on investment as an analysis tool, it is more effective when contrasted to other 

profitability measurements, since by itself it can be a shallow metric. Moreover, 

they provide a guideline to properly utilize ROI, in which, among other factors, 

they stress the necessity of proper data utilization, which is in turn one of the 

factors Talluri and Cook (Cook & Talluri, 2004) identify as hindering down 

adequate return on investment implementation success by companies. 

 

2.5.1 Return on marketing investment 

Return on marketing investment, also known as ROMI, is a measurement of the 

ratio between financial resources invested in marketing or a specific marketing 

action, and its resulting financial return. However, it can also be defined as the 

incremental margin generated by a marketing program times the total 

contribution margin minus the marketing spending, everything divided by 

marketing spending (Powell 2002).  In other words ROMI is a mathematical 

formula to determine how much money you are getting back from the 

investment you made in a marketing period, thereby coherent with the definition 

of marketing efficiency (Gao, 2010). There are three methods of ROMI, short-

term, long-term and real options (Stewart, 2009). 
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Figure 1 Types of return on marketing activities (Stewart, 2009). 

 

 

Firstly, long-term looks at the resulting or expected effect that the marketing has 

on the brand equity. The assumptions are that marketing leads to a higher 

perceived value of the firms products and services, which increases the value of 

future products sold and thus the customer equity. In other words, the firms 

expected future sales increase from marketing. Kumar and Shah (2009) argue 

that as the firms expected sales go up, so does the perceived value of the firm as 

it is expected to increase in profitability, thereby showing how marketing can 

increase the stock value (market capitalization) of the firm. The ratio from long-

term ROMI is the increase in expected future profits from sales due to the 

marketing investment relative to the invested financial resources. 

Alternatively, short-term ROMI looks at specific time-periods, focusing on the 

before and after effects of a firm's marketing investments on its sales revenues. It 

calculates the ratio between financial resources invested in marketing efforts 

and the marketing's contribution to firm profitability for a targeted time-period. 

By measuring how high the incremental sales are due to the undertaken 

marketing actions and adjusting it for increased production costs, it shows the 

short-term effect of marketing(Powell, 2002). 

Real options (Stewart, 2009) are future opportunities that the firm can or cannot 

follow and the marketing's effect is measured by its influence in providing new 

potential future valuable opportunities. He argues that real options should take a 
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larger place in firms for marketing and according to Pindyck (1988), firms need 

to recognize half of the firm's value as coming from options. Assessing the value 

gained from future opportunities through marketing actions can be rough and as 

seen by Stewart’s model in figure 1.1 one's future opportunities are idiosyncratic 

to the firm and for these reasons real options aren’t suitable for a shared 

standard for marketing return evaluation. Stewart (2009) however does 

conclude that marketer’s need to identify the existence of their contribution to 

firm senior management. 

 

Although ROMI has been known since the end of last century, marketers have 

only recently started applying it to everyday business practices (Cook & Talluri, 

2004). In part, this happens because the stewardship of very assets is often times 

cumbersome or expensive to track, therefore impeding proper data collection to 

utilize ROMI properly. Moreover, as Srivastava et al (1998) explain that 

marketing measurements within industries are moving towards financial 

analyses, as opposed to more traditional measurements, which Roland rust et al 

(Rust,, Lemon, & Zeithaml, 2004) mentions is customer equity. This shift has 

happened because as Cook and Talluri illustrate, increase in competitiveness 

amongst companies as well as economic uncertainty has generated a sense of 

justifying every financial decision made so as to ensure it is worth it. The need 

for an increase in profitability has driven this decision in other words. 

 

2.5.1.1 Adequate use of ROMI 

As it has been mentioned in many sections of this thesis, one of the major flaws 

with return on marketing investment techniques is the inadequate use of it by 

both companies, as well as consultories and other analysts trying to interpret it. 

As pointed out by Harden and Heyman, (2010) the use of soft data instead of 

traditional financial variables is one of the factors that causes this problem. To 

avoid this issue, the authors recommend ROMI users to adhere to the two main 

variables used to calculate return on marketing investment: revenue and 

marketing spending. The concern behind this recommendation is that users 
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should not be overwhelmed by soft data, which merely projects and 

approximation or forecast and not an actual financial effectiveness metric. Some 

examples of soft data are the number of visits a website receives, click through 

response rates and sponsorship response estimates (Harden & Heyman, 2010). 

Another piece of advice that Harden and Heyman lend on the subject is to 

delimitate what type of organizational aspect is being measured. To enable doing 

so, they propose dividing return on investment formulas into three different 

categories: operational formulas, overhead calculation formulas and 

performance formulas. As described by the authors, the latter category focuses 

on measuring profit, loss and thereby the actual revenue returns provoked by 

cash outlays. this last category is of special importance because return on 

marketing investments are best measured utilizing the parameters specified in 

it  However, just because return on marketing investment metrics fall under 

performance does not formulas means that all ROMI formulas are adequate to 

properly measure the effectiveness of a marketing campaign. Using proxy 

measures such as brand awareness, engagement, loyalty and purchase intent, 

although useful for setting internal company goals, lack the mathematical 

reliability to properly forecast or determine a return on investment. 

Additionally, another recommendation that Harden and Heyman suggest is for 

there to be a channel through which relevant information for return on 

marketing investment calculations can be facilitated between different 

departments. The purpose of this disposition is so that data collection and 

analysis can have shorter reaction times and thus be more accurate and 

reliable.  This problem of lag between data recompilation and transmission 

amongst agencies has been identified by other authors in the academic 

literature, such as Talluri (Cook & Talluri, 2004), as one of the main reasons why 

ROMI efforts are not standardized within corporate practice as a way to measure 

marketing effectiveness success. However, small business , by not having 

department segmentations, are in an ideal position to dispose of ROMI 

measuring practices in order to assess their marketing effectiveness and 

determine whether specific projects are worth the investment ((Harden & 

Heyman, 2010). Additionally, by implementing communication systems while 
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growing between different departments within the firm should enforce that this 

practices continue onwards on the company's future. 

 

2.5.1.2 ROMI Trends within a Company’s Environment 

Cook W. and Talluri V. (Cook & Talluri, 2004) explain how there has been an 

increase in the usage and implementation of ROMI calculating software by 

different firms in recent years. In the article the authors explain how even 

though the knowledge on the mathematical algorithm is sound and widespread, 

companies have been sloppy in its implementation, and thus, not been successful 

in recording much success with it. Moreover, the authors point out the necessity 

for companies attributing the correct amount of earnings generated by each 

asset they promote. However as surveys and research in different firms have 

suggested, coming up with the data needed to properly utilize ROMI is often 

times cumbersome and otherwise difficult to record, which hinders the proper 

usage of ROMI related programs. As a substitute, companies have resorted to use 

other more user-friendly marketing metrics and apply them to a ROMI; being 

Harden and Heyman described as soft data (2010). Unfortunately, although 

providing some guidelines on the assets effectiveness, soft data is not as effective 

as hard data would be. 

Nonetheless, there has started to be a change in how this actions and programs 

are approached by companies. Fahey et al (1998) explains how the need for 

shareholders value to be reflected in a more conclusive manner has led to a more 

revenue-centered approach to analyzing marketing spending. Moreover, there 

has been a shift as well in how marketing channels and customer equity are 

perceived by marketing managers, which see it as assets that can be leveraged 

(Cook & Talluri, 2004). However, Talluri explains how a lack of vision by 

managers in general to observe marketing spending as a long term investment 

has made them observe this item as a short term cost which cannot be accounted 

for, making it harder for them to assimilate return on marketing investment 

projects in their companies. Moreover, Talluri also comments on how with 

increasing economic uncertainty in recent years has made CEO’s perceive 
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marketing programs are being too expensive in relation to the cost benefit they 

provide, thus increasing a demand for metrics to justify costs that will yield an 

increase in revenue for the company; the greater improvement in this area has 

been done by business to business companies in recent years, in part due to the 

increasing necessity for faster decision making processes. Thereby, marketing 

analysis processes have been permeating value adding processes in companies 

to react and monitor effectiveness in a more efficient and reactionary way, 

especially in the US (Cook & Talluri, 2004).  Another important factor that 

contributes to this benefits is using econometric measurements in combination 

with the marketing mix to contrast ROMI results and get a more comprehensive 

analysis that helps managers better understand the bigger picture of what is 

going on in the company and assess results properly. 

Additionally, the systems implemented to measure ROMI encompass more than 

just techniques to be implemented properly within an organization. Adding to 

the discussed in previous sections of this thesis, namely by Harden and Heyman, 

proper ROMI implementation in addition to using hard variables with sound 

data, must also have substantial support by all implementation parties within the 

company; especially a person dedicated to implement the program, a cohesive 

team and support from top management were three factors identified by Talluri. 

However, although the ARF-APQC (2003) benchmarking did establish that top 

management support did increase the effectiveness of return in marketing 

investment programs, an important conclusion that can be also drawn from it is 

that companies with reduced scale were more effective since some of the 

inherent problems for proper ROMI application discussed by Harden and 

Hayman like data recompilation and trackability were not so strenuous. 

 

2.6 Perspectives on marketing effectiveness 

Although it has the focus of this thesis to center marketing effectiveness 

measurement based on return on investment and revenue numbers, there are 

certainly other points of view in which marketing effectiveness can be assessed. 

Roland R. et al (Rust,, Lemon, & 
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Zeithaml, 2004) describe how ROMI can be measured from the perspective of 

how an investment in marketing can affect the customer equity of a firm. 

Following many of the other studies 

trends done on the matter, the authors gather data through a survey and then 

apply said data to a framework that measures the effectiveness of the variables 

they have established. Moreover, they propose a model in which the two 

variables that affect return on marketing are improving customer perception, 

which leads eventually to an increase in customer equity, and the actual cost 

of the investment.  Additionally, they are able to link marketing efforts 

to a ROI model, which helps conceptualize how effective investments in a 

marketing effort could be. Finally, the utilization of a Markov matrix to 

predict customer behavior can effectively predict consumption patterns and in 

the long term could help in marketing strategy decisions, although it 

immediately does not measure the return on investment. Nonetheless, this type 

of studies has been prevalent for the majority of the late half of the last 

century (Rust,, Lemon, & Zeithaml, 2004). While it is more adequate for 

understanding marketing investment effectiveness patterns in the long run, for 

short term marketing projects revenue focused metrics are more apt in 

describing the effectiveness of the marketing campaigns (Harden & Heyman, 

2010). As Roland explains, “the increase in customer 

equity, when considered in relation to the cost of marketing investment, 

results in a return on marketing investment” (Rust,, Lemon, & Zeithaml, 

2004). 

Ahmed and Kristal (2014) look into the marketing and operational capabilities of 

firms. By measuring the allocation of resources of the two areas by existing 

companies, they provide evidence for how resources spent in marketing 

improves the firm's marketing operations in terms of quantity sold and price 

level relative to the market. They also compare the allocation of resources for 

firms dependent on the current state of the economy, showing how marketing 

operations are more effective when the economy is stable with higher levels of 

consumption and that during economic turmoil marketing spending is the area 

which has its investments reduced the most to make overall cost reductions. 
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One model combines effectiveness with efficiency when measuring output 

(Goovaerts, Van Biesbroeck & Van Tilt, 2014) by using a combination of two 

existing theories, ROI and IPM, where ROI measures efficiency with financial 

resources gained relative to that invested and IPM focuses solely on effectiveness 

by valuing output. As ROI is a financial measure of inputs versus outputs it is 

incapable of including non-financial gains, such as increased customer 

satisfaction. By combining it with a measurement for non-financial gains and 

calculates the weighted average it may produce a result which reflects both 

effectiveness and efficiency. Integrated performance measurement (IPM) looks 

at the strategic policy goals and the firms resulting undertaken action programs, 

after which it then measures the firm’s performance relative to how well the 

actions manage to fulfill these goals. In the case for Goovaerts et. al(2014), they 

show how to utilize this model by showcasing its use for the marketing of cities 

where the policy goals, performed action programs and results are publicly 

available and well documented and clearly articulated. In the case of measuring 

firms and comparing strengths and trends within industries, this information is 

harder to come by as they don’t have the obligation to develop long-term policy 

plans as cities and towns do (Goovaerts et. al, 2014). The article (Goovaerts et. al, 

2014) proceeds to use the model to analyze the city of Leuven, Belgium and 

measures effectiveness and efficiency in annual periods over four years.  Results 

show the city’s progression in factors measuring the city’s level of tourism 

during the observed years, such as number of arrivals in hotels and changes to 

employment within the hotel, restaurant and other tourism dependent 

industries, relative to the marketing budget levels. Basically the model shows the 

changes to non-financial measurements and views them in the light of the 

changes in the financial budget. While insight in how the levels have changed can 

be valuable, the model doesn’t provide proof for a relationship between the two. 

As it measures marketing budget versus output compared to previous years 

there are likely a multitude of unaccounted factors, which have influenced 

changes in IPM. While Shantanu et. al (1999) argues the difficulties for showing 

marketing's effect on sales, clearly drawing links to other non-financial benefits 

is rough as well. 
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2.7 Influences on marketing performance 

Akdeniz et. al (2010) analyze marketing capabilities influence on the decision 

making process of customers and firm performance in the furniture retailing 

industry, by statistically analyzing their marketing capabilities and resource 

allocations in said capabilities relative to financial performance. Their results 

find that the sales services and the showroom are critical inputs in the 

customer’s decision making process, where the showroom is defined as the 

settings which the products for sale are presented and in clothes retailing 

translates to the location of the store. These findings show that the interior 

design of the store and how the products are displayed both within the store as 

well as in the show-window are related to the sales. The sales service is an 

important marketing capability as the competencies of the firm’s salespeople is 

shown to have a strong influence both on the customer’s decision making 

process as well as affecting the firm’s relationship building capability (Akdeniz 

et. al, 2010). However, whilst strong sales services and showroom capabilities 

was found to be positively related to sales, Akdeniz et. al (2010) findings showed 

that advertising expenditures weren’t. They motivate this by stating that their 

researched retailers only play intermediary roles in their networks and that 

customers are therefore more likely to be affected by promotions of their own 

services (such as an outstanding sales force) rather than manufactured products 

which aren’t unique to them but available through a multitude of their 

competitors. 

 

2.8 Return on Marketing Investment Trends 

As shown in figure 2  the expected returns on marketing spending in the 

different marketing channels according to the results of numerous worldwide 

studies made by The Nielsen Company (2009). Their studies find that the return 

of the average marketing channel is 9 percent per dollar invested, with all 

channels to at least some extent having their investments be related to increased 

sales. However it is questionable how much the averages differentiate between 
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geographic regions and in Sweden, especially considering another recent study 

made by The Nielsen Company (2013) showing that there are significant 

variations in consumer behaviors with, for example, branded websites being up 

to 30 percent less effective in generating sales in Europe compared to Asia. The 

stated 9 percent average return is a good benchmark to begin with and it’s likely 

that a firm can do better (Harden & Heyman, 2010). Another important finding is 

that by using stronger brands to boost new products as well as using a 

combination of marketing channels to distribute the same message, it’s possible 

to achieve an increase in average marketing return by 40 percent (The Nielsen 

Company, 2009) 

 

 
Figure 2 Global marketing return on investment (The Nielsen Company, 2009). 

 

 

3. Methodology & Method 

As stated in the introductory section of this thesis, the aim of this work is to 

generate an empirical link that validates, or denies, the contribution of 

marketing efforts to small enterprises economic effectiveness. This analysis is 

important because it could provide small companies with important information 

that could aid them in their decision making processes when choosing a 
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marketing campaign, especially given their limited economic resourcefulness in 

comparison to larger companies. Talk about how methodology is organized 

 

3.1- Choice of method 

3.1.1-Choice Research Method  

Firstly, the initial conundrum that was faced when coming up with a 

methodology to solve the research question stated in the introduction was what 

type of empirical study better suited the research proposed. The two directions 

identified were to either use a qualitative or a quantitative study. To identify 

which one worked best, it was determined that the best way to approach this 

problem was to observe the qualifications of each type of study.  While 

researching qualitative research traits, it was found that this type of study is best 

when exploring problems in depth. It was also noted that this type of study is 

most adequate when the study object is complex and the focus of the research is 

to identify how a particular event modifies or alter a grander phenomenon 

(Muijs, 2004). 

On the other hand, quantitative research is characterized by its numerical 

approach to problem solving, collecting numerical data which is then analyzed 

utilizing mathematical based methods (Muijs, 2004).  According to Muijs, D., this 

type of research is best suited when: a numerical answer is required, when a 

delta is to be identified in the study subject, when a precise state in a changing 

subject needs to be identified and when a hypothesis is required to be tested: 

since the study proposed for this thesis meets all of this criterion it was 

determined that a quantitative study approach was the best way to fulfil the 

thesis’ purpose. 

 

3.1.2- Choice of Method Design  

Afterwards, the next item to define in the research’s methodology was which 

type of design should be implemented in the quantitative study; two designs 
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were identified as possibilities for the research: an experimental design, also 

known as the scientific method, and a non- experimental approach. According to 

Muijs, D. (2004), the basis for an experimental design is the controlled approach 

in which a certain hypothesis is examined. Moreover, this type of study should be 

done in an environment in which external influences affecting the study object 

can be either isolated or removed from the experiment. On the other hand, a 

non-experimental design is characterized by not having much control on 

external influences affecting the study object. In addition, the independent 

variable is not manipulated by researchers in this type of study design, as 

opposed to an experimental approach. Thereby, variables in non-experimental 

design studies are utilized and analyzed as they naturally present themselves in 

within the delimitations of the study. Therefore, this causes non-experimental 

designed studies to be more variable than their experimental counterparts. 

Moreover, data collection in non-experimental designed studies utilizes different 

sources of information such as:  acquiring statistical data via survey research 

within a defined sample; historical data research and analysis; observation and 

analysis of a defined sample set; among others. Its worth of mention that out of 

all the previously discussed data gathering methods, surveys are the most 

prevalent within this type of study design (Muijs, 2004). One of the advantages 

surveys offer is the many different ways in which they can be conducted, as they 

can be performed through telephone, internet or other more personal methods 

like interviews. Additionally, proper survey designed is characterized by being 

presented with standardized questionnaires which are presented to all sample 

subjects, so as to acquire consistent data. 

After considering both types of study designs, it was agreed that a non-

experimental design was more aligned to the necessities of the research study. 

The reasoning behind this decision was founded on the fact that the utilized data 

in the research study will be produced by different companies, which are 

autonomous and therefore cannot be influenced by any dispositions this 

research study might propose to them. Moreover, it was also observed that data 

gathering methods described in the non-experimental approach were viable in 

advancing the findings inquired in the research proposal. Therefore, it was 
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determined that a non-experimental design was best suit for the research study 

proposed. 

 

3.2- Choice of Adequate Variables 

Once the type of study which would be solved in the thesis was determined, the 

variables which would be measured for the quantitative study still had yet to be 

identified; in other words the following step taken was to assess which data to 

gather and measure in order to correctly illustrate the research problem. 

Variable determination was a crucial step in developing the methodology for this 

thesis. By researching academic literature on marketing effectiveness 

measurement methods, two distinctive venues surged in the literature. Firstly, as 

has been elaborated on the literature review of this thesis (most specifically in 

the “Perspective on Marketing effectiveness” section) the customer equity focus 

on marketing effectiveness has been the dominating trend for most of the second 

half of the last century. In this perspective of marketing assessment the focus of 

the examination is the reach of how marketing strategies affects customer 

loyalty, as well as the interaction of communications between the brand, product 

or company and the customers. 

On the other hand, as authors like Shantanu et. al. (1999) explain, a return on 

investment approach, using measurements such as the utilization of sets of data 

that contain sales and incremental margins, can be utilized to measure the 

marketing effectiveness of a firm. However, as they explain, increased sales are 

in function of many other factors other than marketing, therefore not being a 

sole determinant of how marketing works within a firm. Consequently, Shantanu 

et al recommend that marketing capabilities should be measured and contrasted 

with other areas of the firm’s organizational structure, in specific operations and 

R&D. As this approach to marketing effectiveness can be exemplified, Kumar and 

Shah (2009) argue that marketing is capable of affecting the market value of the 

firm's stock, by providing a method to calculate the marketing's impact on the 

firm’s customer equity and showing how an increased customer equity leads to a 
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higher market capitalization.  Many other authors use different approaches 

which involve customer equity as the focus of their effectiveness measurement. 

Out of the two approaches, many considerations had to be made in order to 

select the one that best suited the thesis study research. Since the purpose 

inquires the linkage between marketing investment and revenue, the obvious 

choice is to approach the problem using metrics such as return on marketing 

investment. Nonetheless, this type of approach is also valuable to the academic 

literature for two important reasons. Foremost, the current trend in marketing 

effectiveness measurement is to approach it with return on investment esque 

measurement, as the literature review of this thesis explains. Hence this study 

will provide valuable information to current managers in different marketing 

departments. Secondly, since this approach is relatively new, the academic 

literature on this subject has not yet been expanded as much the customer equity 

focus has. Nonetheless, is important to note that both approaches to measuring 

marketing effectiveness can arguably be valuable in certain scenarios. 

Once the decision to proceed with a marketing effectiveness study based on 

economic metrics was done, the next step was to choose which variables would 

be measured in the research study. Utilizing the literature review as ground to 

identify these variables, it was decided that factors such as return on investment, 

return on marketing investment, revenue, incremental revenue and sales would 

be sampled and contrasted between each other to analyze and propose a 

solution to the research problematization. In specific it was observed which 

factors were related to ROI and ROMI metrics, as well as observing which 

variables well used by other researchers.  Moreover, the units of measurement 

for these variables had also yet to be determined. Given the field of study for the 

research proposed is small companies in Sweden, the unit of measurement 

chosen was Swedish kronas. These findings can be observed in a later section of 

this thesis. 

 

3.2.1 Advantages of ROMI 
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As is explained by Leland Harden and Bob Heyman ((Harden & Heyman, 2010) 

with the innovation in new data gathering techniques and measuring equipment, 

the utilization of Return of Investment within the marketing department is now 

technology wise more accessible than ever before. Moreover, they critic earlier 

methods to measure marketing, which Roland (Rust,, Lemon, & Zeithaml, 2004) 

explains were mostly focused on customer equity, describing them as “false” and 

“inaccurate”. 

Furthermore, they comment on how with the increasing ease for data gathering 

and analysis, the heads of companies have shifted towards a more material 

approach to how they view marketing spending; in other words, the cost and 

benefit received from every project done within a company is tending to be more 

scrutinized to ensure it is providing value to the company more frequently in 

today's marketers analysis approach. In addition, they also note an increase in 

marketers for solid metrics for measuring marketing effectiveness, such as 

return on investment usage. However, although companies have started to 

implement this ideas into their businesses, the misuse of the information 

collected, as Talluri (Cook & Talluri, 2004) concurs, has led to return on 

investment programs within industries not perform as successfully as they could 

had otherwise. 

Furthermore, Harden and Heyman accept that the path to link marketing efforts 

with revenue and profit can be tricky and convoluted. Nonetheless, they note 

that with the emergence of e-commerce and the consequent easiness to track 

marketing data, awareness has risen amongst marketers that the linkage 

between the two disciplines exists and if used properly can potentially give a 

company a competitive advantage over its rivals. Additionally, according to the 

authors, with this rise in information accessibility, there has been a shift on how 

some marketing avenues have passed from being perceived as costs to revenue 

centers, which also creates a demand for metrics to facilitate its measurement. 

This, as both authors note, can potentially homogenize marketing avenues, 

thereby generating competition for marketing channels candidacy for use by a 

company. The effect makes it so that marketing channels previously thought to 

have a very different scope, such as local newspapers and TV advertisement be 

evaluated by companies at the same level, thereby making the use of qualitative 
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metrics such as return on investment paramount in the decision making 

processes involved in marketing strategy. Moreover, using marketing return on 

investment metrics can also be helpful in determining which marketing channels 

to utilize since an average of the historical yield of different channels can be used 

to forecast future outcomes. Consequently, this forecasts can be used by 

companies in different industry sectors to determine which marketing channel 

to shift spending to in order to increase the return of investment preventively 

rather than as a reactionary behavior, which gives an edge to companies that use 

this method over ones that do not arguably. 

 

 

 

 

3.2.2 Weaknesses of ROMI 

The weaknesses of the ROMI formulas are the involved assumptions. For a firm’s 

ROMI to be able to be calculated at all, it’s required to assume that the increase in 

sales from one period to another is caused by the difference in marketing 

investment. This means that other factors which may be of influence have to be 

disregarded or possibly be assumed to be at a certain level. This is however a 

given when it comes to marketing accountability calculations, as there are 

factors which there is yet no method for calculating their influence. This is why, 

as in the case of short-term ROMI, the result is sensitive to the circumstances 

between the two time periods being measured and therefore they should be 

carefully picked so that these surrounding factors are likely to be minimum 

(Harden & Heyman, 2010). Moreover, another problem that return on marketing 

investment metrics lack a consensus on its definition, as exposed by Talluri 

(Cook & Talluri, 2004). Additionally, many companies lack the competence to 

properly define variables and measurements needed to define and delimit the 

measurements, which makes it sloppy in performance.  The lack of confidence by 

managers who do not believe marketing retributions to the company can be 
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measured in numbers also makes this metric less accepted in some companies, 

hindering its spread along industries. 

 

3.3- Method of Data Collection  

Consequently, the next step to be taken in the methodology was figuring out 

which venues would be used to gather the necessary data to conduct the 

research study. After discussing with experts on research methodology, namely 

Daniel Gunnison, it was concluded that most of the data required for the study 

could be obtained from specialized databases; the database Retriever was 

identified as a strong candidate. However, it was observed after initiating data 

retrieval that not all the necessary information could be accessed through this 

method. Therefore, another approach  was implemented after some pondering. 

This was the utilization of telephone surveys to obtain certain metrics that were 

not found online. Once this two data gathering methods were identified, they 

were used in unison to acquire all the necessary information that would be 

needed for the study. Once all data was recollected, the use of a spreadsheet for 

calculating ROI and ROMI using the formulas stated in the literature review was 

done. 

 

3.3.1- Data Selection Process 

To begin, the first inquiry that was conjured during the empirical methodology 

determination process was how big the scope for the study be in terms of 

geographical broadness should be. At first, it was proposed that this would be 

delimited to companies operating in Jönköping since at one point it was thought 

that surveying companies personally to gather marketing investment numbers 

would be a feasible option. However, it was also determined after reviewing the 

academic literature that a more realistic and un-skewed result would be 

obtained if all studied data came from the same industry sector. The reason 

behind this is that different industry sector have different marketing spending 
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necessities according to customer behavioral patterns and demand; 

entertainment for example is arguably considered more marketing intensive 

than, just as a theoretical example, the office tools market. Consequently, once 

this decision was taken, the need for choosing which industry sector to analyze 

led to a search done to identify which industry sectors commonly occupied 

marketing investment as a daily function to thrive. After the query was done, it 

was concluded that the clothing industry was such an industry, thereby ensuring 

more frequent success when the data-gathering phase started. Some attributes 

that helped in identifying the clothing industry as a viable candidate for the 

research study were: the magnitude of the industry ensured enough sample 

items would be found; branding is one of the most important aspects of the 

industry, therefore ensuring all required data for the study would be available. 

Unfortunately, once these boundaries were set, it became apparent when 

starting the data retrieval process data limiting the geographic area of study to 

just Jönköping would not yield enough results for the study analysis to be 

somewhat significant and impactful. Therefore, in accordance to keeping the 

sample patterns of action homogenous, it was determined that limiting this 

scope to all of Sweden would be adequate for the study, ensuring then that all 

pertinent information could be obtained. 

However, once the scope was increased, the question of how to make the 

research study impactful aroused. With such an ample selection of sample items, 

some focus needed to be imposed when targeting companies to obtain their 

information. After a discussion among the thesis authors, it was determined that 

small enterprises were a more than suitable candidate for the study. One of the 

reasons for segmenting the sample in this way was that not much research has 

been done on this group, making it more interesting and impactful to contribute 

to the academic knowledge on this sector. Moreover, smaller companies 

according to some authors in the literature review (which are mentioned in the 

ROMI subsection of this thesis) have an easier time accessing their marketing 

information, since they are not hindering by tracking massive amounts of data 

and being divided in different working divisions; this would ensure a higher 

success rate when inquiring for their information. Finally, it was identified that 

since small sized enterprises have a smaller amount of economic resources, they 
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would benefit more from this study than their larger counterparts. Nevertheless, 

once the target sample set was chosen, it needed to be defined in size for 

consistency purposes when searching for sample items; given the database 

Retriever does not categorize queries based in classifications such as small or 

medium sized companies, this was of the utmost importance. After reviewing the 

academic literature for definitions on this subject classification and fiddling with 

sample quantity in the database, it was determined that companies that retained 

between one and fifty employees would be the target focus for the research 

study. 

 

3.3.2 Primary and Secondary Data Sources Selection  

Because of the way the research study methodology was defined, most of the 

data collected was designed to be obtained through secondary data collection 

methods. This was primordially because the data retrieved is being obtained 

from publicly available annual reports. However, some information had to be 

complemented with primary data collection methods, given not all the required 

information was online. In specific as previously stated, marketing investment 

was the most important information missing, as it was not specified in the 

annual reports. In addition, the set goal for sample size was established as 

between twenty and thirty companies approximately (to comply with the sample 

size needed to make a hypothesis test), the end number being 23, given the 

response rates from the telephone surveys distributed for the research study. In 

conjunction, according to the nature of the variables studied in the research, it 

was determined that at least three data sets divided in years were necessary to 

properly analyze the problem at hand. Since one of the goals for this thesis is to 

provide useful and relevant information for small sized enterprises, the years 

chosen were 2011, 2012 and 2013. The idea behind this decision is for the 

analysis generated in the discussion to be pertinent to the current economic 

trends and market environment. It is worth noting that 2014 was not chosen 

because some of the target sample items had failed to document the necessary 

data for that year. 
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3.4-Data Collection 

Once all this data is gathered, the intent is to analyze it and conclude what 

exactly the relationship between marketing investment and net revenue is, by 

pairing it with the contextual market trend information that this study by itself 

does not provide. It is important to note that all external forces that might also 

affect this relationship will not be accounted for in this research study due to the 

scope and data gathering power that such a task would imply. 

 

3.4.1- Primary Data Collection 

Concretely, using the database Retriever, net revenue, expenses, net sales and 

cost of sales were obtained from various annual reports from small sized 

enterprises in Sweden.  However, a difficulty presented was that two out of three 

writers for this thesis are not fluent in Swedish, which is the language in which 

the reports were written. Because of this an internal use purposed dictionary 

was built to find the specific data needed, using English reports to find what the 

account names should be translated into. The dictionary is shown in appendix. 

 

3.4.2- Secondary Data Collection 

Additionally since marketing spending was not found on the annual reports, 

telephonic surveys were used to obtain this information. The secondary data 

gathered from annual reports had to be complemented with primary data of the 

firm's marketing spending. A survey was conducted in order to obtain this data. 

As the goal of the survey was to collect the firm’s marketing spending during the 

years which were targeted by the study, the design of the survey and formulation 

of the questions were as following: 
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• How much did the firm invest in marketing in the years of 2011, 2012 and 

2013 respectively? 

• What types of marketing activities does the firm invest in? 

• How are resources distributed amongst these activities? 

 

The surveys were carried out via phone calls to the firms. The calls lasted 

roughly 10 minutes, from asking for the firm’s financial manager to introduction 

and conducting the survey. In addition to phone calls the survey was distributed 

by email; however no additional answers were received this way. Difficulties, 

negative answers etc. 

A total of 40 firms were contacted through phone calls, resulting in the 

successful collection of 23 firms marketing spending, which was near the set goal 

stated in a previous section. Time constraints, unavailability of personnel with 

access to the firm’s financial spending records and unawareness where the data 

could be found within the firm or whether it was recorded for the specified years 

were the most common reasons for failures to collect data. Firms which claimed 

to have no marketing spending (e.g. focusing on in-store promotions) weren’t 

included in the study. Additionally, is important to note that the company’s 

names will be kept concealed in this thesis since a number of them did not wish 

for their marketing spending data to be disclosed publicly. 

 

3.4.3 Results from survey regarding marketing channels 

A majority of the firm’s surveyed didn’t have a marketing manager and 

marketing was handled by the firm manager/owner, consistent with the results 

of Fam (2001). The choices of media types were highly symmetric between the 

observed firms, with advertisement in printed media being the most common, 

combined with cheap social media types such as Facebook. The motivations for 

these preferences were in accordance to the resource constraints, which restrict 

SME’s in the competitive environment (James H Love). Additionally, most firms 

rather strictly followed an annual marketing budget set to a percentage of annual 

revenues. The SME’s marketing operations therefore seem to be undervalued 
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and seen as a cost that has to be managed (Stewart, 2009) rather than a potential 

competitive strength. The fact that the researched firms have shown to have 

similar behavior in the prioritizing of marketing channels allows the results to be 

unaffected by potential differences in marketing efficiencies between marketing 

channels, eliminating a possible unexplained difference in the results. 

 

3.4.4 ROI and ROMI calculation 

 

Once all the data was collected, a spreadsheet was fill in with the following data 

of each company for every year: total revenue, total expenses, last period 

revenue, total contribution margin and sales. With these data and using some 

functions of the spreadsheet the formula for both ROI and ROMI was calculated 

in order to obtain the result for each company.  

 

3.5 Method of Investigation 

In alignment with the purpose established for this thesis, the methodology 

implemented in the study had to meet a number of qualifications in order to 

adequately describe the question inquired. First and foremost, the principal 

finding this thesis’ research study proposes is to explicate how exactly marketing 

investment influences the revenue of small enterprises. Since the conception of 

the research purpose, the intended approach to take was to come up with a 

statistical hypothesis test to demonstrate the inquired interaction between the 

established variables. However, when starting to treat the data many 

complications and limitations with this approach to methodology surfaced. 

Firstly, the treated variables (ROMI and ROI) are percentages, which makes a 

standard T. Student hypothesis test doubtful; this assertion was revised with 

Toni Duras, a Statistics Doctorate Candidate, who was unsure if this approach 

would work. Secondly, since the sample used is so specific and focused, acquiring 

the correct mean global data that was comparative to the data collected resulted 
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quite a challenging task, with the amount  time and  economic resources 

disposed for the elaboration of this thesis (most global analysis of data are quite 

expensive to acquire). Finally, and perhaps most important to the empirical 

context of the method, since many variables were identified as viable candidates 

for explaining the subject study of this research, performing a hypothesis test for 

each pair would not be a suitable approach since it would increase the 

probability of incurring on an erroneous observation, thus skewing the 

conclusions and findings of this thesis. 

Consequently, a new approach to solving the question proposed had to be 

developed. At first the mean for each variable was graphed across the years 

measured in the data sets and then compared in order to identify patterns of 

behavior and similarities among them. However, it was concluded that this 

approach was too superficial to properly explain how the studied subject 

behaved. There was no basis under this approach to compare each variable since 

the relationships between the studied variables were not being accounted for. 

Hence all observations made under this model could potentially be 

circumstantial. 

Therefore, a study that accounted for the relationships that each variable had 

with the other ones was deemed adequate for the study, since the purpose is to 

explicate the relationship between marketing effectiveness and a firm’s well 

being in economic terms. Thus, a correlation analysis for each of the years 

selected for this study was performed, taking into account the variables: ROMI, 

ROI, Marketing Investment, Incremental Revenues, and Sales, for each year. It is 

important to note that since ROMI and ROI are percentage variables while the 

other are numerical, the first had to be transformed to ordinary numerical values 

in order to ensure that comparisons and relationships were accurate. To perform 

this, ROMI was multiplied by the marketing investment of each firm while the 

ROI was multiplied by the revenue accrued at the end of the previous term 

studied  to approximate an ordinary numerical value. This variables were 

treated this way since according to the literature review it was stated that the 

return percentages explicated each of the variables they were multiplied for. 

Afterward individual correlations were produced using the program SPSS and 

then analyzed in relation to the information already produced. It is important to 
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mention that only relationships that consistently surpassed the .7 mark across 

the years studied were considered to ensure strong relations. In addition, the 

alpha level for the correlation tests was set at .01 to ensure strictness and 

reliability in the results obtained, besides being the programs preset value and 

thus the first outcome obtained when experimenting with it.  

Nonetheless, while correlation studies are useful for identifying positive and 

negative relationships between variables, they do not show causation nor the 

exact parameters of interaction between the two participants of the relationship. 

As the purpose of the thesis is to show how marketing causes an effect on a firm, 

more studies had to be performed. Moreover, since many variables are treated 

simultaneously, the test had to be defined as to minimize error output. 

Therefore, it was concluded that since many variables across different years 

would be studied, two factor ANOVA studies would be appropriate to 

understand the relationships analyzed in this research study.  The program SPSS 

was used for these tests for accessibility reasons. However, when the results 

turned up, it was evident  that focus used for this study was erroneous. Proper 

sub grouping stratification was not performed adequately, and this test was 

found to be compatible only with certain interactions from the correlation 

analysis. Additionally, after using the SPSS to test the measured variables for 

normality using a histogram it became apparent that the aforementioned 

variables did not behaved following this pattern, making a standard ANOVA test 

not possible. Thus, after discussing with several experts in the statistics 

department of JIBS, Including Toni Duras, it was determined that this approach 

was too ambitious and poorly focused for the research study proposed. 

 

Therefore, yet another new approach to the methodology had to be concocted. 

Focusing on solving the purpose of the thesis problematization, the behavior of 

the relationship between marketing relevant variables and revenue relevant 

variables became the starting point to build the methodology, separating both 

groups of variables into categories. Consulting with Toni Duras and other 

statistic experts, as well as generating discussions between this thesis authors, it 

was determined that a linear regression analysis was viable to explicate the 

problem proposed. In particular, a reason for performing this analysis is that a 
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relationship and dependency between two variables can be demonstrated. 

However, focus on variable analysis needed to be made, given performing a 

regression analysis for all the previously proposed variables would result 

impractical and unjustifiable, especially given the time limitations this prospect 

would impose on this thesis development. Therefore, adhering to the thesis 

purpose and the observations made on the literature review,  two pairs of 

relationships between variables were identified for this study: the first couple 

being the variables ROMI and Incremental Revenue; the other being Marketing 

Investment and Sales. Is important to mention that while the correlation study 

previously performed by itself does not provide enough data to indicate how 

exactly this proposed relationships behave exactly, the finding observed in it 

(which will be exposed in the Results section of this thesis for this reason) 

alluded to both pairs of the variables proposed having a strong interaction each. 

 

However, establishing the dependency between the relationships analyzed still 

had to be performed. Since the main objective of this thesis is to interpret how 

exactly marketing efforts affect the economic effectiveness of a firm, the 

regression analyses were constructed so as to denote this connotation. Thus, 

ROMI and Marketing Investment were proposed as independent variables for 

their respective studies, while Incremental Revenue and Sales were proposed as 

the dependent ones. Once delimited, both regression analyses were run on the 

program SPSS for each pair with the pertinent data along  the three studied years 

independently, producing results that will be the analyzed in later sections of 

this thesis.  

 

Thus, the methodology conducted will aim to clarify the following incognita: Is 

marketing investing an impactful factor for small enterprises economic 

effectiveness? In what way does marketing investment affects economic 

effectiveness in a firm? Is marketing investment a viable strategy for small 

enterprises considering the cost benefit of marketing efforts?  

 

3.6 Quality of methods used 
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The correlation states the tendency for which two variables change values in 

step with one another, measuring the strength of their relationship and which 

direction they tend to move with each other (Chen & Popovich, 2002). 

Regression is a statistical process that estimates the relationship between two or 

more variables and is used for predicting and forecasting by calculating the 

expected value of the dependent variable through a function of the independent 

variable(s). In the case of measuring marketing’s effect on effectiveness this 

could be exemplified as estimating the relationship between the changes in sales 

caused by marketing (dependent variable) for each Swedish krona invested in 

marketing (independent variable). It is common to find studies which center on 

researching the correlation between different variables. Examples of previous 

correlation analysis studies include exploring e-relationship marketing’s 

correlation with financial effectiveness in the hotel industry (Jang, Hu and Bai, 

2006) and an investigation of marketing-mix efforts and corporate image’s 

correlations with brand equity (Kim and Hyun, 2011). Correlation and 

regression studies are often conducted in isolated environments in order to 

eliminate unexplained variables from affecting the outcome, such as limiting the 

observations to a specific industry within a region or a country to avoid varying 

results caused by for example differences in consumer behaviors, susceptibility 

to marketing and the competitive environment. Through the combination of 

regression and correlation analyses its possible to study the strength of the 

relationships between our metrics, the direction they move with each other as 

well as estimate how much a change in value to one metric will affect the value of 

another to provide statistical evidence for our research questions. 

  

3.7 Methodological Limitations 

While the model proposed can demonstrate in a quantitative manner how a 

firm's marketing strategy performs financially in relation to its revenue, the 

scope of the results could be qualified as narrow in some aspects. One of the 

biggest shortcomings of this approach is that the analysis does not measure the 

effectiveness of the marketing strategy in terms of how it impacts customer 
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equity. Often times it has been thought of customer equity of being the central 

focus for measuring marketing effectiveness, although in recent years there has 

been a shift towards economic efficiency (Palmatier, Dant, Grewal, & Evans, 

2006). Nevertheless, while the results provided by the analysis may not provide 

a comprehensive measurement of every aspect pertaining to a firm's marketing 

strategy, it can at least provide some information in which to advance knowledge 

on the subject as well as give some guidelines as to how the effectiveness of the 

strategy has developed from an economic standpoint. 

Additionally, another limitation within this thesis methodology is that the study 

field is being considered close, and as such not affected by external variables. In 

other words, the conclusions that will be conjured in this thesis may be skewed 

by economic variables that are not being considered into our methodology, such 

as: the supply and demand of the industry's sector we will be analyzing, the 

global market, the individual companies managerial skills, etc. Nonetheless, the 

sampling process was constructed so as to try to minimize the impact of these 

variables, by selecting companies that have been running for at least three years, 

so as to reduce the volatility in financial growth. 

Moreover, the methodology is also constrained in scope by its sampling process. 

Given the nature of the formulas that will be used in the methodology, it was 

necessary to select a particular type of industry sector within a confined region, 

so as to have a homogenous sample that can be compared. This is especially 

necessary because different industry sectors have different patterns of behavior 

in their supply, demand and pricing and thus have very different returns on 

investment; some industry sectors are also more marketing intensive than 

others, and thus require a larger amount of marketing expenditure to thrive. 

However, the methodology will be constructed in such a way that it can be 

replicable to study other regions and industry sectors in future research, acting 

as a guideline to do so.  

 

Another limitation caused by the sampling process is the size of the sample. If a 

larger sample was used then the results could potentially be more accurate and 

representative of the entire population studied. Moreover, some inaccuracies are 
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expected since the primary data collected in the study might be erroneous 

because of false responses by the surveyees. 

 

In addition, the method proposed in this thesis is also limited  in that the studies 

proposed do not provide causation of interaction between the variables studied. 

While correlation studies do provide insight in possible linear relationships 

between variables, there is the possibility that the relationship might be 

incidental and therefore just a coincidence. Moreover, although linear regression 

analyses can show how dependency between two variables behave, therefore 

demonstrating if a variable explicates the pattern of another one, the results 

conjured could also turn up to be incidental. Specifically, it could be that only the 

sample studied in this study behaves in this way, as opposed to the general 

population. In addition, while a linear regression might fit a set of data, other 

types of regression might also be able to more adequately follow the pattern of 

behavior of the studied scatterplots inadvertently.  However, by comparing the 

results obtained from linear correlation studies and regression this effect is 

intended to be reduced. 

 

4. Results 

4.1 Correlations Studies 

In the correlation study for each year there is a different result. Correlation can 

be between -1 and 1. For a strong relation it is expected a value of .5 to 1 or -.5 to 

-1. While a correlation from 0 to .5 or 0 to -.5 would be that there is a small or 

none relation between the variables. If the correlation has a positive sign that 

means that the variable would be positively related. In other words if one 

increases the other increases as well. On the other hand if the correlation has a 

negative value it would mean a negative relation, hence if one variable increases 

the other variable decreases and vice versa. 
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4.1.1 Year 2011 

 

For the year 2011 the results are: ROI has small positive or none relation with 

marketing investment and sales, while ROI has a small negative or none relation 

with ROMI and Incremental Revenues. ROMI has a small negative or none 

relation with sales, a medium negative relation with marketing spending and a 

strong positive relation with incremental revenues (.931). Marketing spending 

has a small negative or none relation with incremental revenue but a strong 

relation with sales (.825). 

 

4.1.2 Year 2011 
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For the year 2012 the results are somewhat different. ROI has a small positive or 

none relation with ROMI and sales, and a small negative or none relation with 

marketing spending and incremental revenue. ROMI is consistent with the result 

from the previous year: it has a has a small negative or none relation with sales, a 

medium negative relation with marketing spending and a strong positive 

relation with incremental revenues (.809). Marketing spending changes its 

relation with incremental revenue compared to the previous year. For 2012 

Marketing spending has a no significant relation with incremental revenue. In 

the case of the relation between marketing spending and sales it remain the 

same as last year with a strong positive relation between them (.786). Finally 

sales have a small positive or none relation with incremental revenue. 

 

4.1.3 Year 2013 
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The last correlation study was done for the year 2013 where some results were 

different but other was consistent with previous results. ROI has a small positive 

or none relation with ROMI and sales, a small negative or none relation with 

marketing spending and a medium relation with incremental revenues. ROMI 

has small negative or none relation with sales and marketing spending. Once 

again a strong relation with incremental revenue with a coefficient of .943. The 

results for marketing spending are that it has small negative or none relation 

with incremental revenue and a strong positive relation, once again, with sales 

(.803). Incremental revenue has small negative or none relation with sales. 

 

4.2 Regression Analyses 
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In the regression analyses the goal was to analyze how much of the dependent 

variable’s variance can be explain by the independent’s based on the coefficient 

of determination also known as R2. An R2  of 1 or 100% would mean that the 

variance of the dependent variable is perfectly explained by the independent 

variable’s variance.  As it is stated in the methodology, for the regression 

analyses two couples of variables were used: ROMI (independent variable) and 

Incremental Revenue (dependent variable); the other couple was Marketing 

investment (independent variable) and sales (dependent variable). A result for 

each couple per year was obtained. 

 

4.2.1 Year 2011 

4.2.1.1 ROMI and Incremental Revenue 

 
The R2 for ROMI and incremental revenue is equal to .866 or 86.6%. This means 

that 86.6% of the variance of incremental revenue can be explained by the 

variance of ROMI. 

 

4.2.1.2 Marketing Spending and Sales 
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The R2 for marketing investment and sales was equal to .681 or 68.1%. This 

means that 68.1% of the variance of sales  can be explained by the variance of 

marketing investment. Although 68.1% is not that high in comparison to other 

results, it still explains more than the half of the dependent variable. 

 

4.2.2 Year 2012 

4.2.2.1 ROMI and Incremental Revenue 

 

The R2 for ROMI and incremental revenue for the year 2012 is equal to .654 or 

65.4%. This means that 65.4% of the variance of incremental revenue can be 

explained by the variance of ROMI. 

 

4.2.2.2 Marketing Spending and Sales 

 
For the second couple of 2012, marketing investment and sales , the R2 for 

marketing investment and sales is equal to .617 or 61.7%. 

 

4.2.3 Year 2013 
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4.2.3.1 ROMI and Incremental Revenue 

 
In the last year of the sample, the R2 for ROMI and incremental revenue was 

equal to .888 or 88.8%. This means that 88.8% of the variance of incremental 

revenue can be explained by the variance of ROMI. 

 

4.2.3.2 Marketing Spending and Sales 

 

In the case of  marketing investment and sales for the year 2013,  the R2 for was 

equal to .645 or 64.5%. This means that 64.5% of the variance of sales  can be 

explained by the variance of marketing investment. Although 64.5% is not that 

high of explanatory percentage, it still explains more than the half of the 

dependent variable. 

 

5. Conclusion  

The relationship between marketing investment and sales had a big positive 

correlation in all 3 years of the sample.  Looking at linear regression between 

variables the average R^2 of the 3 years is equal to 64.8 percentage. This means 
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that 64.8 percentage of sales variance can be explained by marketing investment 

variance. Although there is no prove to study to prove causation, it can be said 

that marketing investment can not  explain sales one hundred percent because 

there are other variables that were not taken into the model but explain more than 

half of sales’ variance. Based on this it could be said that marketing investment 

affects in a positive way the economic effectiveness of small clothing business in 

Sweden. Also there is a strong positive correlation between ROMI and 

incremental revenue in the 3 years having as a average R^2 equal to 89.4%. This 

is a high R^2 meaning that most of incremental revenue’s variance can be 

explained with the variance of ROMI. The same case as marketing investment 

and sales, ROMI can not be proved to be causation of incremental revenue, it 

just explains the variance of incremental revenue.  

In other words marketing investment do affect ias an impactful factor the 

economic effectiveness in a positive way. If you invest on marketing the most 

likely results are that the sales will increase. The same case with ROI and 

incremental revenue, with a higher ROMI, the company can expect a bigger 

increase on the revenue. These results are limited to small companies in the 

clothing industry, which are located within Sweden. For further research 

proposition, the study would stated that if the results can be replicated within 

other sectors of the industry and/or other countries? If Different marketing 

channel may affect ROMI? If they do, which marketing channel might influence 

more return on marketing revenue? Explain what model could potentially be used 

to predict how vales behave? And finally implement a multiple linear regression 

analysis (adding more variables to the model) to look for a bigger R^2 who could 

explain better the variance between sales and incremental revenue and between 

marketing investment and sales 

 

6. Discussion 

As found by The Nielsen Company (2009) there are differences in returns 

between marketing communication channels. Considering Fam (2001) finds that 

marketing communications amongst clothes retailing SME’s are similar, while in 

the process of collecting data from firms through surveys we simultaneously 
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gathered information regarding their preferences of marketing channels. The 

firms that were surveyed proved to have similar attitudes towards marketing 

communication, with similar allocations of marketing spending. By being able to 

confirm a high level of homogeneity in marketing channel preferences amongst 

our sample group it allows us to conclude that different marketing returns 

caused by variances between said channels are likely minimal. However, there 

are factors influencing marketing effectiveness that is unaccounted for in the 

analysis. The different effectiveness of marketing capabilities on financial 

performance (Akdeniz et. al, 2010), as well as the effect of customer relationship 

building (Palmatier et al, 2006) and communicating a unified message through 

the marketing channels (The Nielsen Company, 2009) are just a few examples of 

factors which haven’t been measured or accounted for in the study. Therefore 

there are a multitude of potential strategic marketing differences between the 

firms sampled that provide the firms with different returns on their marketing 

investments and weakening the strength of the relationships found between 

variables. 

 

Following the purpose statement of this thesis, many assertions and 

observations will be drawn to discuss how exactly the research studies 

performed explicate the issue at hand. To begin, as previously mentioned, 

Stewart (2009) states that overall marketing efforts are not fully appreciated at a 

managerial level. As the thesis purpose is to demonstrate how marketing efforts 

and economic efficiency are tied in, early on a relationship between the return on 

marketing investment became one of the focuses, after researching the academic 

literature. Primarily, Harden and Heyman as well as Roland et al. ideas served in 

identifying ROMI as an adequate candidate for studying. Thus, a relationship 

between ROMI and revenue was sought out. However, since the purpose stated 

inquires  how marketing efforts affect the efficiency of a firm’s revenue, 

incremental revenue became the focus of the relationship study. The reasoning 

behind this decision was taken from Shantanu et al. (1999), who explains how 

sales and incremental margins can be associated with marketing efforts to 

measure effectiveness. Additionally, even though correlation analysis does not 

explain causation between variables, strong positive relationships were found 
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between ROMI and Incremental Revenue, thus implying that as more money is 

returned to the company from their marketing efforts more money is increased 

to the total incremental revenue of the company. While in concept this is a very 

simple premise, mathematically it implicates that  marketing efforts returns by 

consequence are positively affecting the company’s revenue if they were to 

increase. Thus, this statement creates an empirical linkage between both 

variables. As can be seen across the three years studied, the correlation varies 

between  .931,  .809  and  .943 respectively for each year studied. The variance 

among results can arguably explicate the presence of other variable exerting 

influence on the incremental revenue that are not being accounted for in this 

study.  

 

Concretely, some potential factors that might influence the variability of values 

can be, as Talluri and Cook explains, a failure of the companies’ part to properly 

record marketing efforts across the different studied years. Additionally, as Fam 

(2001) states and Harden and Heyman expose in their work, different marketing 

channels offer distinct returns on investment, thus having different efficiency 

levels. While, as exposed in the methodology section of this thesis, most 

companies surveyed chose relatively the same venues to install their marketing 

projects (thus providing no significant data on which marketing channels might 

be more effective for the studied industry sector) the effort, diligence and 

efficacy that each venue chosen by the different firms disposed of has not been 

accounted for in this research study. In addition, as Barton and Wensley identify, 

a compelling marketing message distinctively attracts more customer, which this 

study at least directly does not address.   

 

While economic measures can generally explain to a certain level how the 

problem exposed works, the human factor will always have a precedence in how 

the variables interact , as explained by Palmatier R. et al. In addition,  Farm’s 

finds that customer loyalty building as an impactful factor in marketing 

performance results for building customer loyalty, which this study does not 

take into consideration. Furthermore,  as Akdeniz et al elaborate on, factors such 

as in store displays selection and allocation also influences customer behavior, 
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which can arguably affect the return on marketing investment of different 

products for the clothing industry. Additionally to all this factors, 

macroeconomic trends on the studied market, Sweden, are also not accounted 

for in the study (which can affect the total revenue different firms obtain on a 

particular year), as can be inferred from the data exposed by  the OneWorld 

organization, which specifies how market trends on ad spend in Sweden 

fluctuate along different years. 

 

Nevertheless, even if the correlations performed in this research study do allude 

to the magnitude and direction of linear relationships between the studied 

variables,  explanation between the variables dependent  interaction is still not 

provided in this kind of study. Therefore,  regression analyses were conducted to 

more comprehensively explicate the relationship between ROMI and 

Incremental  Revenue. As can be seen in the Results section of this thesis, R 

squared values thrown by SPSS calculations for the linear regressions 

were  86.6%, 65.4% and 88.8% for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013 

respectively.  However, before discussing the implications the connotations 

entail, some remarks must be presented regarding the validity of the results 

obtained.  Firstly, as has been inferred in the methodological limitations section 

of this thesis, utilizing a linear regression that acceptably fits the portrayed data 

(in this instance ROMI and incremental revenue) may not necessarily imply that 

the model follows this trend of behavior. Convertly, other types of patterns may 

adjust to the model in a manner that better describe it, such as for example, an 

exponential growth.  Nonetheless, the comparison between the correlation 

indexes and acceptable R squared values presented increase the reliability of the 

proposed relationships being existent.  

 

Consequently,  based on the premise proposed by Roland et al., the regression 

model presented in this thesis does have a statistical variation along the years 

studied.  While consistently the model does show an R squared value above 85 % 

in both 2011 and 2013, the explicative power of the regression among ROMI and 

Incremental revenue falls to approximately 65% in 2012.; this event´s 

explication is unfortunately not covered in the method. However, some of the 
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aforementioned limitations of correlation may potentially have affected the 

explicative power of the Incremental Revenue’s dispersion caused by ROMI. As 

can be observed from the data provided by OneWorld organization, ad spend in 

Sweden between the timespan of 2010 to 2013 was at it lowest. Thus, this 

information demonstrates an event caused marketing investment, and therefore 

potential ROMI numbers in Sweden, to decrease during this year, reducing the 

impactfulness of the variable on Incremental Revenue during this 

period.  Nevertheless, although more years should had been studied to 

conclusively affirm it, the R squared values obtained in both 2011 and 2013 

show that the variability of Incremental Revenue can be attributed to ROMI at an 

impactful and significant level, thus adequately explaining how the proposed 

model behaves and confirming the statement theorized in the correlation 

studies. 

 

However, while the described relationship between return on marketing 

investment and incremental revenue does provide some insight on the research 

purpose inquiry, a direct linkage between marketing investment and economic 

efficiency has not been drawn, perse. Thus, based primordially on the  theories 

proposed by Kumar and Shah, as well as Ahmed and Kristal, a link between 

Marketing Investment and Sales was proposed for this research study. As well as 

with the previously discussed variable interactions (ROMI and incremental 

revenue) the correlation results between these variables strongly suggested a 

positive relationship between them, with scores of .825, 786 and .803 for the 

years 2011, 2012 and 2013 respectively. It is important, although perhaps 

obvious, to mention that all the limitations identified for the other correlation 

study previously mentioned in this discussion also applies to this one. Moreover, 

with a consistent correlation of around .800 with a deviation of approximately 

.200, the findings of this research study contradicts those of Akdeniz et al., which 

identified that advertisement and sales were not strongly related, interestingly 

enough. However, since Akdeniz et al. focus on the furniture industry for their 

study, the reasoning for this discrepancy might be that the interactions observed 

in this study might be unique to the sector, region, timelapse studied or any 

combination of the aforementioned.  Anyhow, the possible positive relationship 
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between the two variables would connotate that as more money is invested on 

marketing, more money can potentially be generated in attracted customers that 

generate sales. However, the mathematical simplicity of this proposition does 

not account for factors such as economies of scale, maximization of output or 

other concrete delimitations when input transformation processes are applied 

within a firm, which could potentially make the model behave differently in 

reality. 

 

Anyhow,  the correlations obtained from this study were also complemented 

with a linear regression study to generate a more robust result that could 

explicate how exactly marketing investment and sales pattern of behavior is 

related. Respectively, the R squared values obtained in this linear regressions 

were 68.1%, 65.4% and 61.7% for the years 2011,2012 and 2013. Perhaps the 

most notorious observation that can be drawn from the data just presented is 

that the R squared coefficients are not exactly high enough to assume that a 

proper and impactful explications of the variability of sales is being performed 

by marketing investment efforts. Moreover, the data does not seem to follow the 

OneWorld forecast numbers that the ROMI and Incremental Revenue linear 

regression did. Additionally, although more in depth analysis should be 

conducted to state it firmly, the variance across the years studied seems erratic 

and scattered. A possible explanation for this occurrence is that as Akdeniz et al. 

propose, sales and marketing investment are not actually related and the 

correlation study done gave a false positive caused by external variables not 

identified in this study altering the patterns of behavior of the relationship 

participants independently.  Another possibility is that both variables actually do 

have a relationship and causality among one another, but simply do not follow a 

linear pattern of behavior, therefore not fitting the current proposed model. 

Moreover, the limited amount of years being studied caused by limitations on the 

availability of data impede generating a more comprehensive analysis of the 

patterns of behavior of both Marketing Investment and Sales. Moreover, all 

limitations mentioned in the previous linear regression study apply to this one 

as well, which opens some meaningful incognitas as to which external variables 

might be affecting the study model. 
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While all studies performed in this research study give some insight into how 
marketing investment contributes to the economic effectiveness of a firm, the 
lack of data hinders down the possibility of inferring how exactly the variables 
tend to conduct. Nevertheless, and especially pertaining to ROMI metrics in 
relation to incremental revenue, this thesis research demonstrates to a level a 
grade of importance between mark. 
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8. Appendix 

8.1 Companies’ Overall Information 2011 

 
 

8.2 Companies’ Overall Information 2012 
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8.3 Companies’ Overall Information 2013 

 

 
 

8.4 Averages Year by Year 
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8.5 Dictionary Swedish-English 
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8.6 Regression: ROMI and Incremental Revenue 

2011 

 

 
 

Coefficientsa 

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 
(Constant) 377919,763 131156,442  2,881 ,009 

ROMI_2011 1,765 ,151 ,931 11,660 ,000 

a. Dependent Variable: Inc_Revenues_2011 

 

 
Residuals Statisticsa 

 Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N 

Predicted Value -4614504,0000 2553373,7500 -249293,3913 1426080,20420 23 

Residual -576004,06250 1450469,12500 ,00000 560477,14054 23 

Std. Predicted Value -3,061 1,965 ,000 1,000 23 

Std. Residual -1,004 2,528 ,000 ,977 23 

a. Dependent Variable: Inc_Revenues_2011 
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8.6.1 Normality test 

 
 

 

 

8.7 Regression: Marketing Investment and Sales 2011 
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Coefficientsa 

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 
(Constant) 4486438,384 1371698,916  3,271 ,004 

Marketing_Spending_2011 26,203 3,910 ,825 6,701 ,000 

a. Dependent Variable: Sales_2011 

  

 
Residuals Statisticsa 

 Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N 

Predicted Value -803073,5625 31052288,0000 10276688,3478 7299713,88782 23 

Residual 
-4639500,50000 14905000,0000

0 

,00000 4991787,58332 23 

Std. Predicted Value -1,518 2,846 ,000 1,000 23 

Std. Residual -,908 2,917 ,000 ,977 23 

a. Dependent Variable: Sales_2011 

 

 

8.7.1 Normality test 
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8.8 Regression: ROMI and Incremental Revenue 

2012 

 

 
 

Coefficientsa 

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 
(Constant) 432126,371 170464,798  2,535 ,019 

ROMI_2012 1,860 ,295 ,809 6,299 ,000 

a. Dependent Variable: Inc_Revenues_2012 
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Residuals Statisticsa 

 Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N 

Predicted Value -3029877,5000 1643062,3750 -4853,3043 1002909,82316 23 

Residual -719620,12500 2847504,75000 ,00000 729596,27161 23 

Std. Predicted Value -3,016 1,643 ,000 1,000 23 

Std. Residual -,964 3,813 ,000 ,977 23 

a. Dependent Variable: Inc_Revenues_2012 

 

8.8.1 Normality test 
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8.9 Regression: Marketing Investment and Sales 2012 

 

 
 

Coefficientsa 

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 
(Constant) 4753331,360 1522382,753  3,122 ,005 

Marketing_Spending_2012 26,619 4,573 ,786 5,820 ,000 

a. Dependent Variable: Sales_2012 

 
Residuals Statisticsa 

 Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N 

Predicted Value -1115979,8750 32459030,0000 10317502,3478 7050863,92773 23 

Residual 
-6473741,50000 15192580,0000

0 

,00000 5551426,21092 23 

Std. Predicted Value -1,622 3,140 ,000 1,000 23 

Std. Residual -1,139 2,674 ,000 ,977 23 

a. Dependent Variable: Sales_2012 
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8.9.1 Normality test 
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8.10 Regression: ROMI and Incremental Revenue 

2013 

 
 

Coefficientsa 

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 
(Constant) 232586,351 167763,740  1,386 ,180 

ROMI_2013 1,831 ,142 ,943 12,936 ,000 

a. Dependent Variable: Inc_Revenues_2013 
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Residuals Statisticsa 

 Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N 

Predicted Value -6024296,0000 3262451,0000 -660174,3913 2022490,62218 23 

Residual -2580322,75000 1543266,00000 ,00000 716473,68236 23 

Std. Predicted Value -2,652 1,940 ,000 1,000 23 

Std. Residual -3,519 2,104 ,000 ,977 23 

a. Dependent Variable: Inc_Revenues_2013 

 

8.10.1 Normality test 
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8.11 Regression: Marketing Investment and Sales 

2013 

 

 
 

Coefficientsa 

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 
(Constant) 4636186,193 1337859,582  3,465 ,002 

Marketing_Spending_2013 22,574 3,651 ,803 6,183 ,000 

a. Dependent Variable: Sales_2013 

 

 

Residuals Statisticsa 

 Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N 

Predicted Value -393247,9688 28270114,0000 9620133,7826 6750073,94435 23 

Residual 
-5498304,50000 15568943,0000

0 

,00000 5002996,07069 23 

Std. Predicted Value -1,483 2,763 ,000 1,000 23 

Std. Residual -1,074 3,040 ,000 ,977 23 

a. Dependent Variable: Sales_2013 
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8.11.1 Normality test 
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